
Multifunctional indoor/outdoor SMD LED display

The OLite 510 combines the requirements of indoor and outdoor usage in a single, robust

and reliable LED tile.

Built specifically for the demanding rental and staging market, the OLite 510 is the first

LED tile designed for creative applications as well as image magnification (IMAG). Each

tile can easily be split up in to 64 modules enabling creative display designs of any size

and shape.

The combination of indoor and outdoor usage as well as conventional display and

creative applications makes the OLite 510 the most versatile LED display system on the

market. This versatility enables rental companies to achieve unprecedented return on

investment as the OLite 510 can be used in a wide range of applications and settings

both indoor and outdoor.

The use of SMD LED technology enables wide viewing angles and great uniformity even

at short viewing distances. Add to this high brightness (5000 Nit), high resolution (10mm

pixel pitch), superior color depth and uniformity (15 bit processing), IP65 protecting rating

and you will see that OLite 510 represents a quantum leap forward in LED display

technology.

OLite 510

1 OLite 510 tile consists of 64 OLite 510 modules
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Break the mold

Redefine the imaging landscape, challenge conventions and

be bold! Don’t let yesterdays technology limit you: use the

modularity of OLite 510 to unleash your creativity.

The OLite 510 is supplied as a ready to use LED tile. However,

each tile breaks down into 64 discreet modules, each with 8

by 11 pixels. These modules are connected to a common control

unit, also mounted inside the tile structure, by means of four

cable strings, each providing power and signal to 16 modules.

The modules can also be used outside of the tile structure. This

concept has proven to be very attractive to show designers

who are looking to move beyond the use of video as pure

image magnification (IMAG). The modularity of the OLite 510

system allows designers to integrate LED screen technology in

set designs, to create screens of any shape and size, to let the

video flow over surfaces and truly harmonize with the overall

visual concept.

Cost effective

Creative aspects aside, an LED screen is a significant invest-

ment and needs to make good financial sense. It needs to be

suitable for a wide range of uses to attract a steady stream of

customers. Nothing beats the OLite 510 in terms of versatility;

indoor or outdoor, IMAG or creative, the OLite 510 offers

unprecedented utility at a level of performance that meets the

demands of even the toughest and most challenging applica-

tions. You can depend on it to work reliably in just about any

environment, even in cold pouring rain!

Practical and convenient

The OLite 510 can be dismantled quick and easy without tools.

The modules slide in to place and are held firmly in place by

guiding pins and integrated snap locks. Power and signal is

handled by a single rugged connector that eliminates wiring

errors and reduces assembly time to a minimum.

In case a module gets damaged, it is easily replaced without

having to recalibrate or even turn of the system.

B stage

22 m

50 m

S O U N D
400.000 watt

L E D  S C R E E N
• 50 m2

S C R E E N
15 m2

S C R E E N
• 540 m2 OLite 510

• 1, 5 billion LEDs
• newly developed LEDs, to be used 
  for high-res IMAG as well as creative 
  goals
• LEDs come in modules, 
  enabling lighting / stage 
  designers to create 
  different shapes 
  with it

12 cm

8 cm

LED

Part of screen can move 
downwards.
Stage lighting is situated
behind it.

Parijs

Zurich

Last concert 
Lissabon 
August 14th

Amsterdam
3 concertsDublin 

3 concerts

First concert   
Brussels 
June 10th

E U R O P E A N  T O U R The 2005 U2 Vertigo European Tour is an

excellent example of how OLite 510 can

be used in an impressive and creative

way: next to the regular, flat LED screens

a curved, 540 m2 large OLite 510 screen

was set up to play a key role in a truly

spectacular show.

Part of the OLite 510 screen could move

downwards, revealing stage lighting

behind it.

During the concert, the OLite 510 was

used to show both lighting effects and

video content.

The overall impression of fans during and

after each show was breath-taking and

stunning! Thousands and thousands of

fans absolutely enjoyed the highly

entertaining concert of their favourite

band: great music, excellent show!!

Success story: U2’s Vertigo Tour 2005

© ALGEMEEN DAGBLAD 110705
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Countless applications

U2 Vertigo Tour 2005
IMAG and creative application

InfoComm 2005: Barco Live Booth
IMAG application

Eurovision Song Contest 2005
creative integration into the design of the stage floor and backdrop

Oscars 2005
IMAG application

Musik am Odeonsplatz 2005
IMAG application

InfoComm 2005: Barco Live Booth
creative ceiling integration

Cover image: U2 Vertigo European Tour 2005
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OLite 510 specifications

Barco Media & Entertainment
Noordlaan 5, 8520 Kuurne - Belgium

Tel. +32 56 36 89 70 - Fax + 32 56 36 83 86
email: sales.events@barco.com

www.barco.com/events

Ref.no. R599825 - September 2005

The information and data given are typical for the equipment described. 
However any individual item is subject to change without any notice
The latest version of this product sheet can be found on www.barco.com.
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Pixel pitch 10 mm

Brightness 6,000 Nit 

Brightness (display calibrated at 6,500°K) 5,000 Nit 

LED configuration 3-in-1 SMD

Pixel density 5,632 LEDs per tile (88x64)

Viewing angle horizontal (no color shift) > 145°

Viewing angle vertical (no color shift) > 95°

Contrast ratio 975:1

Lifetime (Full white - half brightness) 50,000 hours 

Power consumption 970W/tile (max) 

275W/tile (average) 

Weight/tile (including structure) 58 kg (127.9 lbs)

Processing 15.8 bit per color at 50 Hz

Colors 185 trillion

Refresh rate 800 Hz minimum (PAL/NTSC)

Max. truss build up 15 tiles high

Max. foot-build up (with stacker) 12 tiles high

Temperature operating -20 to 45 °C (-4 to 113 °F)

Temperature storage -20 to 60 °C (-4 to 140 °F)

Humidity operating 10 - 99%

Humidity storage 10 - 99%

D320 input compatibility S-Video, Composite, YUV, SDI, HDSDI, 

Data DVI up to UXGA

Certification UL, CE, TUV, FCC Class A

Order information R9010330

Tile dimensions see drawings below
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